IIUI all set for 9th Convocation
By Muhammad Nauman Malik

It is perfectly the season of reaping the fruit, the branches of International Islamic university are humble and heavy with the pleasant weight of fruitfulness, heads full of knowledge and hearts brimmed with light of awareness are going to be awarded by IIUI.

Frosty mornings of the capital are being melted with the start of hard work in an institution which is going to have its mega event after years, The International Islamic University while welcoming the new minds with the start of new semester, now a days, keenly focuses on dealing with arrangements and preparations of its 9th convocation.

The meek voices of doves, and the brighter new sun in front of central library is itself welcoming and paying homage to the eagerness of the new faces keen for acquiring knowledge and the mature ripe one who are going to get reward of their struggle moreover commemorating the glory of mega event in University.

President IIUI chaired a meeting to review the arrangements for 9th convocation of the university

Meetings of the steering committees and sub committees have shaped the strategy and teams all the day can be seen busy in their tasks to meet the deadlines. President IIUI Dr. Ahmed Yousif Al-Draiees, in the most recent meeting, has directed to expedite the efforts for arrangements.

Students are paying frequent visits in busy hours; one would see bright faces who are visiting their institution to get information for their registration and convocation costumes. They are overjoyed for getting their reward form the president of Pakistan and Chancellor of the university Syed Mamnoon Hussain.

The university is almost all set for marking the big day with the start of next month. On February 1 the male students would throw their caps in air and celebrate their academic success. The distinction of IIUI remains followed as a separate day for the daughters of the institutions has been scheduled on February 2.

Count down has been started and soon on February 1 and 2 IIUI bright minds will sparkle with the glow of success and they would be seen on the screens of TV and social media with the President of Pakistan, Rector IIUI and President IIUI.

Wish them all best of luck!